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Systemic Discrimination in the Private

Rental Market

Executive Summary

The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD)

conducted a study in order to address the unlawful discriminatory

practices of real estate agencies operating in two communities

in the Boston Metropolitan area. MCAD ' s study measured the

level of racial discrimination in the broker-controlled private

rental markets of the cities of Somerville and Cambridge.

The purpose of this study was two-fold: (1) to uncover

information on the extent and types of discrimination existing

in these two communities, and (2) to identify and bring

enforcement actions against those rental agents who appeared

to violate fair housing laws.

MCAD relied on an auditing approach to gather its initial

information. MCAD ' s audits used pairs of individuals, matched

in all characteristics except for race, who posed as home-seekers

and successively visited real estate agencies, making identical

requests for housing. Differences in treatment, based on race,

could then be directly measured.

The following is an overview of the results of MCAD '

s

auditing program and related enforcement activities:

A. Auditing Program

MCAD operated its auditing program from July through

September, 1983, using approximately fourteen teams
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of auditors to conduct fifty rental audits.

Twelve real estate offices, active in the

Somerville and Cambridge rental markets, were

the program's primary targets.

MCAD ' s staff analyzed the audit results and

made the following initial findings about the

nature and extent of racial discrimination.

(1) Extent of Discrimination : Discrimination

against blacks was widespread. Nine of

the twelve agencies or 75% of the agencies

tested appeared to violate fair housing

laws

.

(2) Discriminatory Practices : The forms of

discrimination were subtle; for the most

part, black auditors were not completely

denied housing. The most common discriminatory

practices were as follows:

(a) Denial of Availability : Discrimination

by denying the availability of housing

was the most widespread practice .

Although white and black testers were

generally told about at least one

apartment, whites were told about a

greater number of available units.
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In particular, whites were told about

32% more apartments and inspected 58%

more apartments than blacks. On average,

blacks were told about 2.2 units and

inspected 1.2 units; whites were told

about 2.9 units and inspected 1.9 units.

(b) Steering ; Discrimination by steering

black apartment-seekers to certain types .

of housing units was another common

practice . Blacks were steered to

particular buildings and to areas of

higher black concentration. In addition,

blacks were more likely to be told about

units in larger apartment buildings and

whites were more likely to be told about

units in two- to four-family houses.

(c) Quoting Adverse Terms and Conditions ;

Black auditors were occasionally quoted

adverse terms and conditions, such as

higher rents and security deposits.

B. Enforcement Actions

In September, 198 3, MCAD brought charges against nine

real estate agencies and twenty-one rental agents who
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appeared to discriminate against the black auditors.

These MCAD-initiated complaints alleged that the

real estate agents had violated both federal and

state fair housing laws by maintaining a pattern

and practice of discrimination, on the basis of

race and color, in the operation of their real

estate businesses.

During the months of October, November, and

December, MCAD investigated the nine real estate

agencies in further detail, conducting extensive

reviews of the agencies' records and holding

fact-finding conferences.

MCAD completed these investigations by January,

1984, finding that there was "probable cause" to

credit the allegations of discrimination against

eight of the nine agencies and seventeen of the

twenty-one rental agents. A "probable cause"

finding indicates that there is a high probability

of proving a case at public hearing. Charges

against two real estate agents, employed at

separate agencies, were dismissed for "lack of

probable cause."

In addition, one real estate agency and two of its

agents entered into a settlement agreement with MCAD
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prior to the issuance of a Commission finding.

This "pre-determination settlement" agreement

contained over twenty provisions, many of which

imposed restrictions on the agency's operations

for the following five years.

In late January, 1984, MCAD initiated conciliation

discussions with those agents against whom it had

probable cause findings. As a result of these

discussions MCAD signed conciliation agreements ,

similar to the pre-determination settlement agreement,

with one of the agencies and two of its agents. MCAD

is in the process of reaching conciliation with another

agency and its four agents. The remaining probable

cause cases were certified for public hearing.

This study was supported by federal funding from the

Department of Housing and Urban Development. The rental

market study is part of MCAD ' s overall systemic enforcement

program, a program aimed at eliminating large-scale,

institutionalized housing discrimination in Massachusetts.
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Introduction

This report provides detailed information on the results

of MCAD's investigation into the discriminatory practices of

real estate agencies in the cities of Somerville and Cambridge.

Chapter 1 provides background information on the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination and on the

relevant state and federal fair housing laws. Chapter 2

provides information on the target selection process and on the

Cambridge and Somerville rental markets. Chapter 3 details the

auditing program's operating procedures and initial findings.

Chapter 4 summarizes the systemic enforcement activities that

resulted from the auditing program and details the study's

overall conclusions and recommendations for future action.
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Chapter 1 Racial Discrimination and the Law

1.0 Summary

This chapter provides an overview of MCAD ' s enforcement

powers and of the relevant fair housing laws. This overview

is important since the purpose of this study was not merely

to research the nature of racial discrimination but to enforce

the state's fair housing laws.

1 .

1

Overview of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination

The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) is

the civil rights law enforcement agency for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. Created by an act of the General Court in 1946,

the MCAD seeks to prevent and redress unlawful discrimination

in the areas of employment, housing, education, public

accommodations and credit. It is empowered to receive, initiate

and investigate complaints, conduct public hearings and issue

orders to eliminate discrimination where it is found to exist

and to mitigate the effects of such discrimination. Through

executive order and federal and state designation, the MCAD

has been charged with fair housing, public sector employment,

contract compliance, and review for civil rights impact of

state and federal grants.

The MCAD is headed by three full-time Commissioners,

appointed by the Governor for three year overlapping terms.

While the majority of the MCAD's approximately 70 staff

members are located in its downtown Boston offices, there
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are branch offices in Springfield, Worcester and New Bedford,

Massachusetts

.

MCAD has the authority to take or initiate complaints,

investigate and, if conciliation fails, to take cases to an

administrative public hearing before one of the Commissioners.

After an appeal to the full Commission, the decision of the

Commission may be appealed through the state court system. The

court review of the Commission's decision is not a de novo

trial of the case, but is merely a substantial evidence review

of the record developed at the Commission's public hearing.

1. 2 Overview of State and Federal Fair Housing Laws

Chapter 151B of the Massachusetts General Laws is the

key Massachusetts law that outlines discriminatory practices

in the area of housing. As the state's civil rights enforcement

agency, much of MCAD ' s enforcement power is derived from this

state statute. MCAD is also empowered, through a Memorandum

of Agreement with the Department of Housing and Urban

Development to investigate complaints alleging a violation of

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the federal fair

housing law.

Both Chapter 151B and Title VIII prohibit housing

discrimination on the basis of race and color. They also

include prohibitions on the basis of additional protected

classes, such as national origin and religion. This section

is not a comprehensive review of these fair housing laws in
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their entirety, but rather an overview of the two laws, one

federal and one state, as they relate to the violations

uncovered in the private rental market study.

Title VIII makes it unlawful, with certain exceptions, for

real estate brokers and others to use race or color as a basis

for the following actions:

(1) refusing to rent or otherwise make unavailable

or deny a dwelling;

(2) representing that any dwelling is not available for

inspection or rental when such dwelling is in fact

so available; and

(3) discriminating in the terms, conditions or privileges

of the rental of a dwelling.

Under Title VIII, these prohibitions generally do not apply

to rental units in owner-occupied two-four-family houses.

Chapter 151B contains prohibitions, similar to Title VIII,

that cover units in buildings with three or more units. This

Massachusetts law also covers units in buildings with only one

or two units under certain circumstances. A real estate agent

cannot, for example, use race or color as a basis to withhold

information about the availability of a rental unit in any

type of building without violating Massachusetts laws.
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For the purposes of this study, MCAD defined "discriminatory

housing practices" as those practices that were unlawful under

these state and federal fair housing laws.

1. 3 Legality of Auditing

The legality of auditing, or testing, as it has also been

called, has been consistently upheld. The U.S. Supreme Court

ruled in Havens Realty Corporation v. Coleman , 102 S. Ct . 1114

(1982) that testers have standing to sue in cases of housing

discrimination and that testing is a legitimate fair housing

enforcement tool.
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Chapter 2 Selection of Somerville and Cambridge Rental Markets

2 . Summary

This chapter provides information on the process MCAD used

to designate Somerville and Cambridge real estate agencies as

its study targets. It also provides background information

on the Somerville and Cambridge housing markets.

2 .1 Target Selection Process; Preliminary Considerations

Anyone in search of instances of systemic discrimination

against minorities in the private housing market will not have

to look far. The Housing Market Practices Survey (HMPS) , a

fair housing audit conducted nationwide by HUD in 1977,

revealed widespread discrimination in both the rental and

sales housing markets: minority testers faced a 27% chance

of encountering discrimination on each visit to a landlord

and a 15% chance of encountering discrimination on each

visit to a real estate broker. Other fair housing audits,

using an HMPS approach, have confirmed the presence of

widespread discrimination against minorities.

In light of the extensive nature of housing discrimination,

an auditing program would seem to have an easy task: no

matter what target is selected for study, there is a high

probability of uncovering discrimination. There are

complications, however. In some cases a testing approach would

not be the best method of documenting systemic abuses. In
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other cases - targeting, for example, a neighborhood into which

few minorities desire to move - a testing approach, despite its

success in proving discrimination, would have only a negligible

impact on expanding housing opportunities for minority

households. Moreover, every housing audit agency would have the

resources to conduct a limited number of tests. For these

reasons, it is important to establish criteria to use in

selecting audit targets

.

2 .2 Criteria for Target Selection

MCAD staff developed a list of target selection criteria.

The key criteria included: (1) the likelihood of finding

discrimination, (2) the feasibility of using an audit approach

to prove or disprove discrimination, and (3) the positive impact

of a successful auditing program on expanding minority housing

opportunities. These criteria are detailed as follows:

a. Likelihood of Finding Discrimination : An auditing

program should concentrate its resources on those

areas where some discrimination appears to exist.

It would usually be inappropriate, for example, to

target an all-black neighborhood for an investigation

into discrimination against black home-seekers.

(b) Feasibility of Proving or Disproving Discrimination :

Feasibility concerns are also important. They

include the following considerations: the auditing
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program's resources and constraints, the resources

of the potential target, the potential target's

method of operation, and testing by other agencies.

(c) Positive Impact on Minority Housing Opportunities ;

It is also important to assess the degree to which

an audit that successfully proves discrimination

also leads to increased housing opportunities for

minority households. There are two main questions:

(1) to what extent do minority households desire

to live in the targeted housing, and (2) to what

extent do minority households have the necessary

financial resources to qualify for available housing

units

.

2 . 3 Target Selection Process

Although earlier fair housing audits had revealed widespread

discrimination, MCAD initiated its auditing program with no

pre-determined expectations about either the extent or types

of discrimination that might be uncovered. In particular,

MCAD had no preconceived ideas that any of its audit targets

might be violating fair housing laws. The target selection

process, outlined below, was a neutral one.

The process of identifying the audit targets was divided

into two stages. During the first stage, MCAD decided to audit

the rental practices of real estate offices in two communities
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adjacent to Boston, Somerville and Cambridge. The second stage

consisted of selecting the particular real estate offices to

be audited.

A. Stage 1 of Target Selection Process: Selection

of Target Cities

MCAD collected detailed information, including

demographic information and information on housing

market characteristics, on over fourteen communities

in the Boston Metropolitan area. In particular, MCAD

. looked at the following kinds of data:

1. Housing Stock: Rents, vacancy rate,

percentage renter, composition of housing

(multi -family structures)

;

2. Population: Total 1980 population, 1980

black population, change in population 1960 -

1980; location of black population;

3. Location: distance to Boston; accessibility

to public transportation;

4. History of Discrimination: MCAD complaint history;

information from community organizations;

5. Housing Market Operations: Number and size

of real estate agencies, methods of listing

available apartments; application process for

available units; rental season.

MCAD's research showed that the cities of Cambridge and
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Somerville both had a high percentage of units in apartment

buildings (Cambridge - 52%; Somerville - 69%) and that both

had a substantial number of housing units affordable to

persons with low- to moderate-incomes (Cambridge median rent -

$219; Somerville median rent - $202).

MCAD's research also showed that there was a relatively

large and increasing number of blacks already residing in these

two communities. Cambridge ranks third in the state in terms of

its black population (only Boston and Springfield have larger

black populations). Somerville 's black population appears

small in comparison, however it nearly doubled from 1970 to

1980, from 707 in 1970 to l f 398 in 1980; within the Boston

metropolitan area only Brookline showed as large a percentage

increase in black population. (See Attachment A for further

detail.)

MCAD staff also profiled the racial composition of the

population on a block group by block group level. This profile

revealed a widespread pattern of racial segregation. Attachment

B shows the concentration of black population for each of the

cities' 45 census tracts.

On the basis of this type of evaluation and comparative

analysis, the cities of Cambridge and Somerville were selected

as the auditing program's initial targets.

B. Stage 2 of Target Selection Process; Selection

of Real Estate Agencies

MCAD evaluated over 100 individual real estate offices
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ATTACHMENT A

COMMUNITY PROFILE

Cambridge Somerville

95,322 77,372
10,418 1,398

10.9% 1.8%
100,361 88,779

6,783 707
6.8% .8%

3,635 691
See Attachment C

257 .273

A. Population Characteristics
1. 1980 Population
2. 1980 Black Population
3. 1980 % Black Population
4. 1970 Population
5. 1970 Black Population
6. 1970 % Black
7. Change in Black Population 1970-80
8. Concentration of Black Population 1980

B. Housing Stock Characteristics
1. Median Gross Rent ($)
2. Year-Round Housing Units by Stores in

Structure
1-3
4-6
7-12

13 or more
3. Residential Buildings by Number of Units

Single-Family
Two-Family
Three-Family
Four-Family
Over 4

4. % of Year-Round Housing Units with 5 or
More Units in Structure

5

.

Vacancy Rate
6. % Renter-Occupied

C. Realtor Information
1. # Realtors Belonging to Greater Boston

Board of Realtors
2. # Realtors Subscribing to Multiple-

Listing Service

D. Employment Information
1; Number of Major Employers:

Over 200 Employees
Over 800 Employees

Sources of Information

A. Population Characteristics: U.S. Census, 1980, Summary of General
Characteristics , Table 1, and STF 1A; U.S. Census, 1970, Vol. 1, Characteristics
of the Population , Tables 24 and 28.

B. Housing Stock Characteristics: U.S. Census, 1980, Summary of General Population
Characteristics , Tables 2 and 5, and STF 3A; Local Assessor's Office.

C. Realtor Information: Massachusetts Realtors, 1981 , Mass. Associates of Realtors.

D. Employment Information: George D. Hall's Directory of Massachusetts Manufacturers ,

1981-1982 and Mass. Service Directory, 1981-82 .

23,436 27 ,930

8,339 1 ,819
2,289 1 ,169
3,214 24

3,285 3 ,006

3,283 6 ,167

1,979 2 ,177

}l.l59J
285
328

51. 5% 23.2%
3. 3% 3.7%

72. 5% 64.5%

33 21

6 1

72 9

20 1
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in order to determine which ones were most active in

the Somerville and Cambridge rental markets. MCAD

staff evaluated agencies in terms of the scale and

scope of their operations. Some of the primary

considerations were size and location of each real

estate office and volume, price range, and location

of apartment listings.

MCAD gathered information from the classified section

of the telephone directory, the classified sections of

local and regional newspapers, and from local real

estate directories. In addition, the Systemic Unit

relied on telephone inquiries, on-site visits, and

consultations with MCAD housing investigative staff.

MCAD used this information to select a sample of twelve

real estate offices.

Many of the twelve real estate offices, while

physically located in either Cambridge or Somerville,

had rental listings that covered both cities.

2.4 Nature of Somerville and Cambridge Rental Housing Markets

MCAD uncovered one important distinction between the way

the rental market operates in Somerville and the way it operates

in Cambridge. MCAD found that access to Somerville 's rental

units is primarily controlled by real estate agencies while

access to Cambridge's rental units is primarily controlled by
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other sources, such as management companies and owners. This

study only looked at the portion of the private rental market

offered through real estate agencies.
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Chapter 3 The Auditing Program

3 . Summary

This chapter summarizes the operating methodology employed

in the Somerville and Cambridge audits and the program's initial

findings.

3 .

1

Auditing Approach

Auditing can be used to measure differences in treatment

based on any number of protected class categories, such as race,

sex, or national origin. Two individuals, matched in all

characteristics except for one, the variable being tested,

pose as home-seekers and successively visit the same housing

provider, making the same requests for housing. The matching

is done in order to remove any differences between the testers,

other than the test variable, that might lead to differences

in treatment. The experiences of the auditors are compared

for any evidence of disparate treatment.

Although the concept behind auditing is easy to understand,

the mechanics involved in actually conducting audits are

extremely detailed. It is necessary to maintain rigorous

standards in order to obtain results that are both accurate

and objective.

3.2 Recruitment and Training of Testers

MCAD led an active and ongoing campaign to recruit fair
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housing testers. MCAD recruited a wide range of individuals

who were able to play the roles of different kinds of home-

seekers, recruiting equal numbers of blacks and whites. Black

testers were paired with white testers of similar ages, sexes,

and socio-economic backgrounds. Approximately thirty persons

were interviewed, eighteen of whom were selected for employment.

MCAD also utilized a total of ten in-house staff members for back-

up support. In all, MCAD used fourteen teams of auditors during

the course of the auditing program.

Each auditor attended a mandatory all-day training session.

The training session consisted of the following elements:

(1) introductory discussion of fair housing laws and roles and

functions of MCAD and HUD; (2) explanation of the nature and

purpose of testing, case law on testing, and potential roles

of testers as witnesses in administrative proceedings and/or

litigation; (3) discussion of how a test is conducted and

post-test procedures; (4) review of audit forms; (5) role-

plays; (6) critique of role-plays; and (7) assignments for practice

tests.

As with recruitment, testing was done on an ongoing basis

throughout the project.

3.3 Methodology

Each completed audit consisted of the following components:
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a. Assignments

The auditors were provided with the characteristics

necessary for a bona fide apartment seeker. Each

team was assigned an identity, one that matched

its real characteristics to the greatest extent

possible, but one that also matched the type of

apartment being sought.

b. The Office Visit

Each member visited the real estate office

individually, one after the other, requesting

comparable housing. Team members were scheduled

approximately one to five hours apart. The

average type that elapsed between team members

was 2.75 hours.

The scheduling of tests varied in three dimensions:

by walk-in or by appointment; white first or

black first; advertisement or no advertisement.

The testers had no advance knowledge of the previous

test results prior to conducting an audit to

ensure their total objectivity.

c. The Audit Forms

Testers recorded their experiences on a

seventeen-page audit report form immediately
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after the office visit. The forms were designed

to collect detailed information on apartment

listings discussed and seen and on agency

procedures. After the tests were conducted and

the audit forms completed, the auditors returned

to MCAD's office within 48 hours for de-briefing.

The de-briefing consisted of a review of the

completed report forms and interviews with each

team member to ensure that all essential

information had been fully recorded. In addition,

sworn affidavits were also prepared.

(e) Preliminary Analysis of Audit Results

After completing a series of targeted audits,

MCAD staff systematically compared the affidavits

and report forms of each pair of testers. The

review was used to determine whether an additional

audit of a particular real estate agency was

needed or whether sufficient evidence was

developed to establish a pattern and practice

of discrimination.

MCAD conducted three to eight audits of each of

the real estate agencies that appeared to

violate fair housing laws.
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(f ) Detailed Analysis of Audit Results

The audit results were reviewed for overall

evidence of disparate treatment. Individual

tests were analyzed separately and also

in conjunction with the other tests performed

on the same agency. As a result of this

analysis, patterns of discrimination, ones

that varied from agency to agency, emerged.

Audit results were also analyzed using two

statistical techniques (matched pair difference

of means test and nonparametric "sign" test)

.

These statistical techniques showed that the

differences in treatment of black and white

auditors were statistically significant, that

is, that there were less than 5 chances in 100

that the observed differences in treatment

were attributable to nondiscriminatory factors.

3.4 General Findings

MCAD found widespread discrimination. Nine of the twelve

real estate agencies, or three-fourths of the agencies tested,

appeared to violate fair housing laws.

MCAD also found that the forms of discrimination were

highly subtle. In most instances, black auditors were
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unaware that they were being treated in a discriminatory manner.

Only by comparing the team results did the patterns of possible

discrimination become apparent. Due to the subtlety of this

discrimination, MCAD found it necessary to conduct repeated

audits of each real estate agency.

The most common fair housing violations were as follows:

(a) The Denial of Availability : Black testers were

generally told about apartments, but they were

told about a smaller number than their white

counterparts. Whites were told about 32% more

apartments and inspected 58% more apartments than

blacks. On average, blacks were told about 2.2 units

and inspected 1.2 units; whites were told about 2.9

units and inspected 1.9 units.

In addition, black testers were more likely to be

told that there were no apartments available that

matched the specifications of their first housing

request. (Auditors were instructed to start out

requesting a specific type of apartment; if that

type of apartment were unavailable they were to

follow-up by inquiring about the availability of other

types of apartments .

)

(b). Steering : Although they went in with the same initial

request, black and white testers were often told
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about different housing units. Blacks were usually

directed to particular buildings and to areas of

higher black concentrattion. Many real estate

offices in Somerville, for example, directed blacks

to areas bordering Cambridge. In addition, blacks

were more likely to be told about units in larger

apartment buildings and whites were more likely to

be told about units in two-- to four-family houses.

(c) Quoting Adverse Terms and Conditions ; Black auditors

were occasionally quoted adverse terms and conditions

(higher rents or security deposits and different

lease requirements) . This practice was more difficult

to measure since blacks and whites first had to be

told about the same available unit in order to have

a basis for comparison.

MCAD also found that black auditors were more likely

to be questioned about their ability to pay for

housing; white auditors were never questioned about

their financial qualifications.
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Chapter 4 Systemic Enforcement Activities

4 . Summary

This chapter details the systemic enforcement activities

that resulted from the auditing program's findings. It also

presents the study's overall conclusions and recommendations.

4 .

1

Initiation of Systemic Charges

On September 27, 1983, MCAD initiated complaints against

nine real estate agencies and twenty-one real estate agents.
1

The complaints alleged that these twenty-seven respondents

had engaged in a pattern and practice of discrimination, on

the basis of race and color, in the operation of their real

estate businesses.

4 .

2

Investigation of Complaints

This section first presents an outline of MCAD * s general

complaint processing procedures and then details the outcomes

of the Cambridge and Somerville investigations.

1

There were a total of 27 respondents charged in these systemic
complaints. It is not possible to simply add the numbers of

real estate agencies and rental agents together to compute
the number of respondents. A real estate agent, for example,
and his/her unincorporated business, can count as one
respondent, not two.
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A. General Procedures

MCAD ' s general complaint-processing procedures are

as follows: after the initiation of a complaint,

MCAD conducts an investigation into each of the

complaint's allegations. This investigation can

end with the signing of a pre-determination

settlement agreement prior to the issuance of a

Commission finding. The investigation can also

result in a finding either of probable cause or

.lack of probable csuse. A finding of probable

cause indicates that there is a high probability

of proving discrimination at a public hearing. Those

cases with no cause findings are dismissed; those

cases with probable cause findings go onto conciliation

If conciliation efforts fail, a case is certified for

public hearing.

B. Cambridge and Somerville Investigations

MCAD conducted investigations into each of the

complaints during the months of October, November

and December. MCAD staff reviewed the policies

and practices of each of the real estate agencies

by analyzing agency records and by holding fact-

finding conferences.

Investigation of the complaints resulted in findings
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of probable cause against eight of the nine agencies

and seventeen of the twenty-one real estate agents.

It also resulted in lack of probable cause findings

for two agents.

In addition, MCAD entered into a pre-determination

settlement agreement with one agency and two of its

agents. The pre-determination settlement agreement

had twenty-two provisions, including a provision for

affirmative advertising, a requirement that the real

estate office maintain a detailed reporting system

for a five-year period, and several provisions that

imposed restrictions on the real estate office's

treatment of apartment-seekers.

MCAD was successful in reaching a conciliation

agreement, similar to the pre-determination

settlement agreement, with one agency and two of

its agents. Another agency and four of its agents are

currently in the process of negotiating a conciliation

agreement. The remaining probable cause cases were

certified for public hearing. Attachment C lists each

of the respondents and the current status of their

cases

.

4 . 3 The Study's Conclusions

MCAD processes approximately 400 individual housing complaints

annually. Of these complaints, approximately 60 per cent (60%)
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are filed on the basis of race and color. The remaining

housing complaints are filed on the basis of other
2

grounds over which MCAD has jurisdiction.

Based on the wide extent of discrimination uncovered in

MCAD's Systemic Discrimination study, it seems clear that there

is a large number of fair housing violations that is going

unreported.

MCAD has documented that housing discrimination is a

significant problem in Massachusetts. The following actions

need to be taken to address this issue.

(1) Expand Auditing Program ;

MCAD should continue to operate its auditing

program, expanding its operations to other housing

areas

.

Systemic discrimination, especially in the

private rental housing market, cannot be

investigated effectively without an auditing

capability since its practitioners are

extremely sophisticated and subtle in their

techniques. MCAD's experience indicates, however,

that even the practices of these perpetrators can

be uncovered by a well-organized, sophisticated

auditing program .

2

MCAD has jurisdiction over discriminatory housing practices

on the basis of race, color, religion, age, sex, marital status,

children, national origin, ancestry, veteran/military status,

being blind or hearing impaired, and welfare status.
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(2) Increase Public Awareness :

The people of Massachusetts, both housing providers

and housing seekers, need to be better informed

about fair housing laws.

Potential victims of discrimination need to know

that courteous treatment often masks unlawful

discrimination. It is rare, in 1984, for black

home-seekers to face overt discriminatory acts,

such as having doors slammed in their faces.

(3) Increase the Level of Sanctions ;

Housing providers need to be made accountable for

their discriminatory acts. Massachusetts law, for

example, imposes a limit of $2,000 on the amount

of damages that MCAD can award in cases of

housing discrimination. This limit needs to be

eliminated or raised.



ATTACHMENT C

Respondents In Systemic Cases

Probable Cause Finding, Certified for Public Hearing

After investigation, the Investigating Com-

missioner makes a preliminary determination whether or

not there is probable cause to credit the allegations of

the complaint. A probable cause finding means that the

Investigating Commissioner believes the evidence indicates

a likelihood of success on the merits at a public hearing.

It is a preliminary finding and not a final determination

of liability. After a probable cause finding is made,

the Commission attempts to reach resolution through con-

ciliation. If conciliation efforts are unsuccessful,

the complaint is certified and moves toward public hearing.

Century 21 Silva Realty Associates, Inc ;

;

Broadway Property Management, Inc.; John
Falletti; and Rino Beninati
Agency Address: 176 Broadway, Somerville

Charles A. Gillis d/b/a Charles Realty
Agency Address: 964 Broadway, Somerville

Thomas E. Desmond d/b/a Desmond Real Estate
and Mary Elaine Dervishian
Agency Address: 327 Highland, Somerville

William J. Murphy d/b/a Colony Real Estate
and John Brewster
Agency Address: 1256 Broadway, Somerville

Marta T. Batmasian and Melkon Tersahian
d/b/a Mar-Mel Travel, Insurance and Realty;
Marcia Tucci; Lillian MacAlpine; and Victor
Valdorey Agency Address: 2366 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge
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George D. Tsotsi d/b/a College Realty
Agency Address: 230 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge

Probable Cause Finding, Signed Consent Orders

In these cases, the Respondents, after a

probable cause finding, cooperated with the Commission

and entered into a consent agreement. The complaints

will therefore not go to public hearing.

Betty J. Levin d/b/a Levin REal Estate;
Sharon Lee Brown and George R. Hauser
Agency Address: 53 Main Street, Somerville

Probable Cause Finding

James J. Bremis, Inc.; John Bremis;
Lee Dattoli; Stephen Bremis; and
Santa Beraldi
Agency Address: 1173 Broadway, Somerville

Pre-Determination Settlement Agreement

In these cases, the Respondents cooperated

with the Commission and entered into a consent agreement

before the investigation was completed. There is there-

fore no finding against Respondents.

Alan Nissenbaum d/b/a Joseph J. Nissenbaum
Real Estate and Robert Nissenbaum
Agency Address: 755 Broadway, Somerville
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Lack of Probable Cause Finding

In these cases, the Investigating Commissioner

found that there was not sufficient evidence to find

probable cause and the complaints against these Respon-

dents were dismissed.

Richard Afrikian (Mar-Mel Travel,
Insurance & Realty)
Agency Address: 2366 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge

Sam Srinagesh (Bremis, Inc.)
Agency Address: 1173 Broadway, Somerville




